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Chapter 701 Tedious 

Xue Fanxin took out the golden needles and said to Heiyue as she performed the acupuncture, “I’ll use 

the acupuncture technique to repair your damaged meridians first. Although I can’t completely repair 

them, they’ll at least be a little better than before. Then, I’ll give you a simple treatment. 

“I’ll give you a prescription when we get back. Take it for a long time and slowly nurse your body back to 

health first. As for reversing your meridians… From now on, you must not do it unless you have no 

choice.” 

“Your Highness…” Heiyue had thought that she was dead meat, but unexpectedly, the consort gave her 

hope. 

Actually, she had long known that she did not have much time left. She just did not know how much 

time was left. 

Just as she was about to die, she was lucky enough to meet the consort… Perhaps it was God’s blessing. 

Back then, she was about to starve to death. She had been lucky to meet the Lord and now the Lord’s 

consort… 

“Don’t think too much. You keep calling Ah Jiu your master. I’m Ah Jiu’s woman and can be considered 

half your master. How can I watch you die? Anyway, with me around, I won’t let you die easily.” Xue 

Fanxin had already finished performing the acupuncture and was using the power of the Wood Spirit 

Heavenly Pearl to treat Heiyue. 

Because Heiyue’s meridians were extremely heavily damaged, and the hidden injuries in her body were 

not light, she had thought that the healing effect of the Wood Spirit Heavenly Pearl would not be too 

great. Unexpectedly, the outcome was beyond her expectations. 

The Wood Spirit Heavenly Pearl had a targeted treatment for Heiyue’s injuries. According to this 

curative effect, as long as she was treated for a long time, Heiyue’s injuries might be completely healed. 

Heiyue could clearly sense that her injuries had healed a lot. The usual throbbing pain and light-

headedness were no longer there. 

“Your Highness, how did you do it? I feel much better.” 

“As long as you feel better. During this period of time, I’ll treat you every few days. Let’s see the effects 

first and then do a more targeted treatment in the future.” Xue Fanxin put away her spirit energy. At 

this moment, she felt tired; it was as if she had run a few thousand meters quickly and become 

extremely fatigued. 

It seemed that using the Wood Spirit Heavenly Pearl to treat someone was a very tiring task. 

Heiyue sensed Xue Fanxin’s abnormality and asked nervously, “Your Highness, you don’t look too good. 

Are you feeling unwell? Will treating my injuries make you pay any price?” 



“No, no. Don’t let your thoughts run wild. I’m just a little tired. I consumed too much spirit energy. I’ll 

rest and sleep for a while. I’ll be fine after eating another meal.” 

“Your Highness, actually, you can completely ignore my life. After all, I’m just…” 

“Ah, ptui, ptui, ptui. What nonsense are you talking about? I came here to save all of you. If I don’t care 

about your life, why would I come? Forget it, forget it. I won’t waste my breath on a stubborn person 

like you. You received some treatment for your injuries and need to rest. Go back.” 

“Your Highness…” 

“Aiyo, what’s wrong now? You can leave. I’m going to rest.” 

“Your Highness, my life belongs to Master and Your Highness. In this life, I will definitely do my best and 

risk my life to serve you.” Heiyue suddenly knelt down and kowtowed to Xue Fanxin three times before 

leaving. 

Xue Fanxin was speechless, but she admired Heiyue. 

It was not only Heiyue. The Black Shadow Guards she had come into contact with were all extremely 

extraordinary. Every one of them was loyal and did not fear death. 

Ah Jiu was really powerful to be able to nurture so many people who were loyal to him. 

Chapter 702 Warmth 

Xue Fanxin had expended a huge amount of spirit energy to treat Heiyue. At this moment, she was so 

tired that she was stressed. The moment Heiyue left, she fell asleep immediately. When she woke up, an 

entire day had already passed. 

According to the time, the rock monsters would appear again tomorrow, so she had to be prepared. 

“Your Highness, are you awake?” Heiyue sensed movement in Xue Fanxin’s tent and stood outside to 

ask carefully. 

Ever since the consort had treated her and fallen asleep, she had been very worried that something 

would happen to the consort. Therefore, she would come to the tent from time to time and wait. After 

waiting for most of the day, she finally heard some movement inside. 

The movement meant that she had woken up. 

As long as she woke up, she would be relieved. 

“I’m awake. If you have something to say, come in and say it.” Xue Fanxin sat on the bed and stretched, 

not minding letting Heiyue see her current messy appearance. 

Heiyue was too worried, so she couldn’t care less. As soon as Xue Fanxin invited her in, she immediately 

went in. “Your Highness, it’s good that you’re okay. If anything happens to you because of me, I’ll…” 

“Ah, ptui, ptui, ptui. Why do you always talk about death? Can’t you say something auspicious? For 

example, congratulations on getting rich, good luck often comes, good fortune, everything will go your 

way. Isn’t it better to say this?” 



“Your Highness, I just… just…” 

“Okay, enough. I treat you guys as friends. It’s only right for friends to help each other. If you really think 

of me as a friend, then don’t be so wishy-washy.” 

“Friends?” Heiyue was deeply touched by Xue Fanxin’s words and did not know what to say for a 

moment. 

“That’s right! We’re friends. When we’re free in the future, let’s shop together and gossip. Don’t think 

too much about it. It’s not good for women to think too much. We’ll age easily otherwise.” 

“Your Highness, you’re really different from other people.” 

Perhaps it was precisely because the consort was different that she received the favor of her master. 

If it were any other woman, if she really took the position of the Ninth Imperial Consort and became the 

wife of the Palace Master of the Nine Cloud Palace, she would have long started strutting around. How 

could she be willing to be friends with her subordinates and even take risks for them? 

She had seen too many such women. As long as they had some power and status, they would not treat 

servants as humans. 

The consort was a… friend… worth making. 

“You’re also very different! In my opinion, everyone in the Black Shadow Guard is very different. I’ve 

seen how Heilong and Heiyu are. I think you’re all extraordinary people, like the stars in the sky. 

However, Ah Jiu’s moon is too dazzling and covers your light. But no matter what, you’re all working 

hard to shine.” 

“No one has ever said such things to me. It sounds very…” Warm. 

These words made people feel warm. 

“I’m just telling the truth. When we get back, I’ll get Ah Jiu to transfer you to my side. This way, I can 

treat your injuries better. What do you think?” 

“I’m willing. Thank you, Your Highness.” Heiyue knelt on one knee towards Xue Fanxin and thanked her 

sincerely. 

“Don’t kneel for no reason. What if your knees break? Get up. There aren’t so many rules here. Just do 

whatever you want.” 

At this moment, Heiran said from outside the tent, “Your Highness, someone is looking for you. It’s the 

man who asked you for porridge previously.” 

Chapter 703 Heavenly Fate Emperor 

When Xue Fanxin heard that the man who had once come to ask her for porridge wanted to see her, she 

immediately ran out of the tent and saw the man really standing there. 



When she saw this man again, she felt that he was different from last time. The feeling of desolation 

was completely gone, and his body emitted a mysterious and powerful aura. He was clearly close, but 

she felt that he was far away, like the moon in the sky. He was impressive but unattainable. 

“You… Why are you looking for me?” Xue Fanxin walked up to the man and suddenly felt nervous and 

oppressed. She almost couldn’t help but want to kneel down. She felt that the person in front of her was 

a god, making her want to worship him for some reason. 

“To fulfill my promise,” the man said with a mysterious smile, reaching out to Xue Fanxin’s forehead. 

When Heiran and Heiyue saw this, they wanted to protect Xue Fanxin, but they realized that they could 

not even move or speak. They stayed where they were like stone statues. 

Xue Fanxin did not resist at all. She allowed the man to place his hand on her forehead and felt a warm 

current enter her forehead and slowly flow through her entire body. Her body suddenly felt lighter, it 

was as if she could fly into the sky with a casual jump. 

“What… did you do?” 

“This is something in exchange for that leaf. It’s called providence.” The man retracted his hand and 

smiled indifferently. His mysteriousness was really impossible to see through. 

“Providence? Do you mean luck? What luck?” Xue Fanxin was confused. 

“A person’s luck can be changed and transferred. Your luck is not bad to begin with. Now that I’ve added 

a little more to you, I’ve also given you someone else’s luck. Therefore, from now on, your luck will 

become even better. Of course, those whose luck has been transferred will become very unlucky.” 

“I still don’t understand what you’re talking about.” 

What luck? What luck and what transferring someone else’s luck…? What a mess! 

The man did not explain it to Xue Fanxin clearly. He only said simply, “You just have to know that from 

now on, your luck will become very good. This is the exchange for that leaf. From now on, we don’t owe 

each other anything. Little girl, work hard. We’ll meet again if we’re fated.” 

“Ah?” 

“Good luck. Don’t let those two old fellows down.” 

“What are you talking about? Wait… where did he go?” Xue Fanxin was still puzzled. Just as she was 

about to ask clearly, she realized that the person in front of her had already disappeared. 

She had no idea when and how the other party had left… 

Who was this person? 

What was the luck he was talking about? 

At the same time, in a secret place, the two elders were also puzzled. 

“Red Dust, why is that guy there?” 



“You’re asking me? Who should I ask?” 

Just as the two elders were questioning each other in confusion, a casual sentence sounded from behind 

them. 

“If you want to know, why don’t you just ask me directly?” 

The man who had been in front of Xue Fanxin just now had suddenly appeared behind the two elders, 

leaving no trace. 

When the two elders saw the man, they were shocked. 

“Heavenly Fate Emperor, it’s really you. Why are you here?” 

“Don’t worry about why I’m here. In short, I won’t spoil your plans. That girl is not bad. If she can really 

grow up, she will definitely have great achievements in the future, or even surpass you and 

Chapter 704 Spider Lily Spirit 

The Heavenly Fate Emperor controlled the luck and fate of countless people. If you provoked him, you 

would definitely choke to death even from drinking water. 

Of course, those who obtained the favor of the Heavenly Fate Emperor would be extremely lucky. They 

could even pick up treasures in a feces pit. 

For those who offended the Heavenly Fate Emperor, it was a guarantee that they would not succeed in 

anything and would only suffer. 

Therefore, many cultivators did not dare to offend this Heavenly Fate Emperor. Even people who were 

also emperors did not dare to provoke him, or they would be unlucky. 

When a person was unlucky, they would really be very, very miserable. 

When the Red Dust Emperor and the Spacetime Emperor first saw the Heavenly Fate Emperor, they 

were actually very nervous, afraid that he would spoil their plans. Later, after hearing the Heavenly Fate 

Emperor’s words, they heaved a sigh of relief. 

As long as the Heavenly Fate Emperor did not destroy Little Xin’er’s luck, everything would be fine, 

otherwise, their years of hard work would be in vain. 

“Heavenly Fate Emperor, why are you here?” the Spacetime Emperor asked in confusion. 

“I accidentally fell into a trap and happened to fall into your territory.” The Heavenly Fate Emperor only 

casually explained his situation, then changed the topic. “You’d best deal with the spider lily in that girl’s 

sea of consciousness as soon as possible. It’s not a good thing. The longer it stays in her sea of 

consciousness, the more disadvantageous it will be to her.” 

“What did you say?” As long as Xue Fanxin’s safety was involved, the Red Dust Emperor would be 

anxious. Furthermore, it was him who had placed the spider lily in Little Xin’er’s sea of consciousness. 

If the spider lily would really harm Little Xin’er, wouldn’t he be the one who harmed her? 



“Heavenly Fate, what do you mean? That spider lily only has a wisp of remnant soul. How could it be 

disadvantageous to the girl?” The Spacetime Emperor was much calmer than the Red Dust Emperor. He 

had to figure things out first. 

The Heavenly Fate Emperor casually pinched his fingers together, as if he was calculating something. 

Then, he said, “That spider lily has a certain amount of luck. It’s just that the time is not right. When the 

time is right, it can do whatever it wants. Although it is currently locked by someone’s divine sense 

chain, as long as the time is right, that divine sense chain can’t change anything.” 

“How could this be? Back then, Ruiyuan said that Luo Huaying only had a weak remnant soul left and 

would not cause any harm to Xin’er. She just needs to be nourished in Xin’er’s sea of consciousness for a 

while.” 

“Are you sure that there’s only a little remnant soul of Luo Huaying in that spider lily?” the Heavenly 

Fate Emperor asked in return. 

“Heavenly Fate, don’t keep us in suspense. Quickly explain yourself.” The Red Dust Emperor did not 

have the patience to listen to nonsense. He only wanted to know the truth quickly. 

This concerned Little Xin’er’s safety and future, so he could not help but be anxious. 

He really regretted agreeing to Ruiyuan’s request back then. 

“Although I didn’t see what was in that spider lily clearly, I can clearly sense that there are two sources 

of luck in that flower. Any living being has only one source of luck, and even you and I are no exception. 

Two sources of luck have appeared in that flower, which means that there are two living beings inside. 

One of them has extremely strong luck. As long as the time is right, it can do whatever it wants 

smoothly.” 

Hearing the Heavenly Fate Emperor’s words, the Red Dust Emperor and the Spacetime Emperor seemed 

to understand. The two of them were shocked. They had never expected things to be like this. 

In the spider lily, one of the living beings was LuHuaying… So who was the other living being? 

There was only one possibility they could think of, and that was… the spider lily spirit. 

This spider lily had been carefully protected by Ruiyuan for so many years and had been nourished by 

many natural treasures. It was not strange for it to cultivate into a spirit. 

Chapter 705 Split Up 

After figuring out the truth, the Red Dust Emperor blamed himself even more. 

“I shouldn’t have agreed to Ruiyuan’s request. What has the Freedom Domain got to do with us? That 

was a sin they committed themselves, so they should bear it themselves. Why should we interfere? It’s 

fine if we interfere, but we really shouldn’t have dragged Little Xin’er in. Wrong, wrong, it was a huge 

mistake.” 

“Red Dust, don’t be anxious. At this point, it’s useless for you to blame yourself.” The Spacetime 

Emperor comforted the Red Dust Emperor first, then looked at the Heavenly Fate Emperor. “Since you 

long discovered this, you should have done something, right?” 



“I weakened the two strands of luck in the spider lily and transferred them to the girl. Then, I changed 

the luck of the stronger one in the flower. In the future, even if it can come out and jump around, its 

luck will not be too good and it will be very difficult to succeed, no matter what it does. 

“However, there are always exceptions, so I can’t guarantee that it will be unlucky to the very end. 

Coupled with the fact that my cultivation hasn’t completely recovered, the effect when I use the law of 

luck won’t be too great. For safety reasons, you’d best get rid of that flower as soon as possible. Just 

now, I calculated that the time for the luck of the spider lily is almost up. In less than a month, it will 

definitely take action, so there isn’t much time left for you.” 

“How could this be?” The more the Red Dust Emperor thought about it, the angrier he became. He 

blamed himself for agreeing to this matter in a moment of weakness. 

Wasn’t he harming Little Xin’er? 

This was a child he had personally watched and raised! 

In his heart, Little Xin’er was his child. 

“Instead of wasting time here, why don’t you take action as soon as possible? Seeing that girl has done 

me a favor, I’ll point you in the right direction. The luck of that spider lily comes from the east, which is 

the direction of the Freedom Domain. Go to the Freedom Domain now and take a look. You might be 

able to gain something. 

“The matter here is over. I should go back and settle scores with a certain schemer. See you again.” 

As soon as the Heavenly Fate Emperor finished speaking, he disappeared into thin air. 

The Red Dust Emperor and the Spacetime Emperor were not surprised by the ability of the Heavenly 

Fate Emperor to disappear without a trace. They did not feel anything about the Heavenly Fate 

Emperor’s departure. At this moment, they were thinking about how to resolve the matter of the spider 

lily. 

“This matter must be resolved as soon as possible, or Little Xin’er will be in danger. Why don’t we split 

up? You stay for the time being and leave after Little Xin’er passes through Tomb Three. I’ll go to the 

Freedom Domain immediately and see what’s going on there.” 

“Alright, go ahead. I’ll finish what I’m doing here as soon as possible and then go to the Freedom 

Domain to look for you.” 

After the Red Dust Emperor and the Spacetime Emperor discussed, one rushed to the Freedom Domain 

first, and the other stayed behind to watch the tomb for the time being. 

Xue Fanxin had no idea what had happened here, nor did she know that a huge crisis was slowly 

approaching her. 

“What luck? I don’t understand at all.” 

“Has my luck changed?” 

“I don’t feel anything.” 



Heiran and Heiyue had no idea what had happened. When their bodies could move, the man had 

disappeared and they only saw Xue Fanxin talking to herself. 

“Your Highness, are you okay?” 

“Your Highness, where’s that person?” 

“He left. I wonder where he went.” Xue Fanxin looked at the place the man had been standing at. It was 

already empty, and no one had noticed his disappearance. 

Who was this man? 

Just as Xue Fanxin was feeling puzzled, she suddenly heard a tragic cry. 

“Ah…” 

Chapter 706 Bewitched 

Hearing the tragic cry, everyone looked towards the source of the sound. At a glance, they knew that it 

was from the direction of Old Man Yin Feng. 

For some reason, Old Man Yin Feng suddenly screamed. Then, he ran out of his tent crazily and rolled on 

the sandy ground, as if he was in pain. 

“Ah… How could this be?” 

“It’s impossible. No… impossible.” 

Du Yuxuan also came out to take a look at the situation. When she saw Old Man Yin Feng rolling in the 

sand in extreme pain, she suddenly felt very panicked. Her entire body was trembling violently and in 

the end, for some reason, she also fell. This fall was quite heavy, breaking her newly reattached leg. 

“Ah…” Du Yuxuan suddenly fell and screamed, stunning the surrounding people. 

What was going on with these two people? 

Were they possessed? 

Old Man Yin Feng did not know the situation on Du Yuxuan’s side. After rolling on the ground for a 

while, he finally relieved the pain in his body. Then, he sat up and placed the thing in his hand in front of 

his eyes to look at it. He kept muttering to himself, “What went wrong? It was clearly refined according 

to the previous method. How could there be a mistake? It’s fine if there was a mistake, but why can this 

poison hurt me?” 

“I’m immune to all poisons. How can this little poison hurt me?” 

Hearing Old Man Yin Feng mutter to himself, everyone understood that Old Man Yin Feng had made a 

mistake in concocting the poison and had accidentally been poisoned by the poison he had developed. 

That was why he was in such pain just now. 

As a high-level poison master who was already immune to all poisons, he could still poison himself when 

making poison. Either his poison skills were not good, or he was too unlucky. 



As for Du Yuxuan, she had fallen when she came out to watch the commotion and had even broken her 

leg. She was really unlucky. 

When Xue Fanxin saw that Old Man Yin Feng and Du Yuxuan were suddenly so unlucky, she suddenly 

thought of what the mysterious man had said… Some people’s luck had been transferred and they 

would become very unlucky. 

Could it be that Du Yuxuan and Old Man Yin Feng’s luck had been transferred or changed? 

Who cares?! Anyway, she was happy to see these two unlucky people. 

“Woman, woman, I suddenly sensed a very powerful and terrifying aura, but that aura disappeared 

immediately.” Little Lei was originally sleeping when he sensed the aura of an expert. Only then did he 

run out and tell Xue Fanxin about this in a hurry. 

“It’s okay, it’s okay. He’s probably already left.” Xue Fanxin knew whose aura Little Lei had sensed, so 

she was not nervous. 

That mysterious man did not have any ill will towards her. He probably would not hurt her or the people 

around her. Otherwise, with his ability, he could destroy all of them in minutes. 

“Woman, have you seen that person?” 

“Probably.” 

“What do you mean probably?” 

“Probably means probably.” 

“Er… I can’t communicate with you.” Little Lei was really defeated by Xue Fanxin and could no longer 

talk to her properly. He carried the little white tiger and went back to sleep. 

Heiyao, Heiran, and the others also went to do their own things. 

As long as the consort was fine, nothing else mattered. 

Xue Fanxin shrugged indifferently. Actually, even she did not know what was going on. Her mind was in 

a mess. She could not understand no matter how she thought about it, so she might as well not think 

about it. 

Before long, the rock monsters would appear. She had to be prepared. 

But before that, she had one more thing to do. 

Chapter 707 Do Something 

Xue Fanxin adjusted her state and suddenly used the time rule to make time stop. Then, she quickly 

moved in front of Old Man Yin Feng and performed acupuncture on him. Then, she went to Du Yuxuan’s 

side and performed acupuncture on her too. 

Fortunately, Du Yuxuan was not far away from Old Man Yin Feng, so she did not need to spend too 

much time to move to Du Yuxuan’s side and perform acupuncture. Otherwise, she would not have been 

able to tamper with these two people after only using the time rule once. 



After finishing, Xue Fanxin returned to her original spot. Although she was a little tired, she could still 

bear with it. 

Fortunately, her mastery of the time law was getting better and better. Now, she could stop time for at 

least ten breaths. 

When Xue Fanxin returned to her original spot, the power of the time law disappeared. The motionless 

people moved again, but they had no idea of what had just happened, nor did they know that Xue 

Fanxin had once moved. In their opinion, Xue Fanxin had been standing there without moving. 

Forget about the others, even Du Yuxuan and Old Man Yin Feng, who had been stabbed with the 

needles, did not feel anything. The moment the time law disappeared, they continued doing their own 

thing. Everything was normal. 

Xue Fanxin smiled smugly to herself, then stretched and said as if nothing had happened, “Sigh… I’m a 

little sleepy again. I’ll go catch up on some sleep first. There’s still a huge battle to fight later.” 

Hearing Xue Fanxin’s words, Old Man Yin Feng sobered up a little. He no longer studied the poisonous 

substance in his hand and looked at Xue Fanxin. He watched her walk into the tent, and his gaze became 

even more ruthless. 

Although there had been an accident today, the outcome was not very serious. The most important 

thing now was to get rid of Xue Fanxin. The rest could be put aside for the time being. 

The rock monsters would appear in half a day and at that time, he would see Xue Fanxin die miserably 

with his own eyes. 

It was not only Old Man Yin Feng. Du Yuxuan had also woken up. She no longer vented her anger on her 

senior brothers, senior sisters, and junior sisters. Instead, she adjusted her condition and waited to see 

Xue Fanxin die miserably. 

Xue Fanxin could not be bothered with these boring people. After returning to the tent, she had a good 

rest. After all, using the time law just now had consumed a lot of energy, and she still had a huge battle 

in half a day’s time. 

She wondered how many rock monsters she could kill this time. 

If it was still one, she would be depressed. 

Half a day passed by quickly. After Xue Fanxin rested, she came out of the tent and realized that all the 

Black Shadow Guards were already waiting outside. 

“Your Highness, do you really want to fight those rock monsters?” Heiyao wanted to persuade her, but 

before he could finish speaking, he was interrupted by Xue Fanxin. “This is something I have to do, so 

you don’t have to say any more unnecessary words. It’s not just this time. Next time, next-next time, 

next-next-next time, I still have to fight those rock monsters until I save up 500 stone crystals.” 

“Your Highness…” 

Heiyue also wanted to say something, but Xue Fanxin did not let her. “Alright, alright. I know what you 

want to say, so you don’t have to say anything. Just as I said previously, all of you stay at the edge of the 



sandstone pit. If the situation goes wrong, jump back into the pit immediately. Prioritize your own 

safety. Don’t worry about me. I won’t die so easily.’ 

“You people are really wishy-washy. How unlikeable. If you barge into the battlefield, not only will you 

be of no help, but you’ll also drag your consort down, do you not know that? Your consort is top-notch 

at escaping, and she has a treasure to escape. If she doesn’t have you dragging her down, even a million 

rock monsters won’t be able to kill her.” 

Little Lei could not stand it anymore and so said a few words impatiently. 

That idiot woman had a portable space that she could enter and leave from as she pleased. If there was 

really danger, she would be fine if she hid in the space. He really did not know what these people were 

worrying about. 

Chapter 708 Different 

After Xue Fanxin persuaded Heiyao and the others, she jumped onto the edge of the sandstone pit. 

Unexpectedly, the moment she came up, she saw many people standing at the edge. Almost half of the 

people in the sandstone pit had run up. 

Du Yuxuan and Old Man Yin Feng had come up two hours earlier than everyone else and occupied the 

best seats. When they saw Xue Fanxin, they both smiled gloatingly, looking like they were waiting to 

watch a good show. 

“Your Highness, these people are really annoying,” Heiyao could not help but say. His voice was not low, 

and everyone around could hear him, but no one dared to retort. 

They were here either to see Xue Fanxin make a fool of herself, or to know if she really had the ability to 

kill the rock monsters. 

Of the two, the former was more common, and the latter was less. 

Although only Du Yuxuan, Old Man Yin Feng, and Bai Shuiling had had a conflict with Xue Fanxin, the 

others remained silent. On the surface, they did not help either side, but they actually disliked Xue 

Fanxin more. 

Who asked this woman to be so arrogant and keep her food to herself? Just because she had the 

support of the Nine Cloud Palace, she did not take the three great sects and the four great clans 

seriously. 

The Nine Cloud Palace was indeed powerful. 

They were powerless to resist, but that did not mean that they liked the people from the Nine Cloud 

Palace. 

On the contrary, not only did they not like the people from the Nine Cloud Palace, but they also hoped 

that these people would all die here. 

Xue Fanxin had brought quite a lot of water and food. Even if she took it out and distributed it to 

everyone, it was enough. However, she did not take out food to kindly distribute to everyone like last 



time in Tomb Two. Instead, she had a cold attitude and only cared about her people, not caring about 

anything else. 

She could tell at a glance what these people were thinking. All of them were even colder than her and 

looked like they could not wait for her to die… She could not be bothered with such people’s lives. 

However, someone looked at her differently. 

Bai Shuiling also went to the edge of the sand pit and waited to see Xue Fanxin fight the rock monster. 

However, she was not here to see Xue Fanxin die, but she wanted to know if Xue Fanxin really had the 

ability to kill the rock monster. 

Perhaps it was because her thoughts were different and her state of mind had changed, but her gaze 

was different from the others. It was less cold, and looking to enjoy her demise, and more calm. 

Although she did not care about Xue Fanxin’s life, she would not hope for her to die. 

Xue Fanxin noticed Bai Shuiling’s abnormality and was a little interested in this person. 

This Young Miss of the Bai family had clearly looked like she hated her to death previously. How had she 

changed completely in just a few days? It was really incomprehensible. 

It didn’t matter. Anyway, she was not interested in the Bai family’s Young Miss or anyone else. Apart 

from Du Yuxuan and Old Man Yin Feng, who had to die, the others could do whatever they wanted. 

“All of you, stay here. No one is to go forward recklessly. Otherwise, the next time, you can only lie in 

the tent and don’t even think about coming out to watch me fight. Little Lei, look after these people. If 

anyone dares to rush out, throw them back into the pit.” Xue Fanxin was afraid that Heiyao and the 

others would act recklessly, so she made herself clear to prevent them from ruining things. Just in case, 

she even got Little Lei to watch. 

“Woman, don’t worry and just go and fight. Leave these people to me. I guarantee you that if anyone 

dares to take a step forward, I’ll definitely throw them into the pit and won’t show them any mercy.” 

Little Lei patted his chest and promised Xue Fanxin, not worried that she would be in danger at all. 

The little white tiger also chimed in. “Awroo… awroo…” 

Master, good luck. Quickly kill 500 rock monsters. When the time comes, there will be good rewards. 

Chapter 709 Unexpected Result 

Xue Fanxin scanned the people standing at the edge of the rock pit. Then, she smiled coldly and walked 

forward. She stood 200 feet away from everyone and waited for the rock monsters to appear. 

Two hundred feet was actually not too far away. If there was any danger, she could completely escape 

back to the sand pit. But this way, she would not be able to kill the rock monster. 

No matter what, she had to kill at least five rock monsters this time. Otherwise, when would she be able 

to kill five hundred and leave this place? 

As time slowly passed, the moment the rock monsters appeared was getting closer and closer. Not only 

Xue Fanxin, but even the people waiting at the edge of the sand pit were very nervous. 



They all knew how powerful the rock monsters were, so they had to be prepared to escape. No matter 

how much they wanted to see Xue Fanxin die miserably, they had to protect their lives first. 

The rock monsters appeared on time. Just like last time, in the beginning, it was only a pile of sand that 

emerged and gradually turned into a human. 

Xue Fanxin aimed at the sand pile. When the sand pile completely turned into a rock monster, she 

immediately rushed forward. At the same time, the dagger in her hand flashed and she dodged the red 

light beam shot out by the rock monster. When she reached the rock monster, she jumped up and used 

the time rule, making time stop. 

Under the influence of the time law, the rock monster stopped moving. 

Taking advantage of this critical moment, Xue Fanxin cut open the rock monster’s head and dug out the 

red crystal inside. 

The moment she took out the red crystal, she removed the time rule. Then, the rock monster moved, 

but it fell to the ground with a bang and did not attack. 

The people who were standing at the edge of the sand pit to watch the commotion only saw Xue Fanxin 

jump up. Then, they saw Xue Fanxin take out a red crystal from the rock monster’s head. As for how Xue 

Fanxin cut open the rock monster’s head, they did not see it clearly. 

When the red crystal was taken out, they saw the huge rock monster collapse with a bang. Xue Fanxin 

turned around beautifully and jumped down from the rock monster’s shoulder, standing steadily on the 

ground. She ignored the stunned expressions of the surrounding people and was prepared for the 

second round of battle. 

She had only used the time rule for a second, so it did not consume much energy. 

A second of silence was almost undetectable, so the group of people present did not notice anything. 

They continued to watch Xue Fanxin’s next battle in shock. 

At this moment, Du Yuxuan and Old Man Yin Feng were in a rather bad mood. Apart from confusion, 

they were also inexplicably nervous and panicked. 

Xue Fanxin was clearly poisoned. Her spirit energy should be scattered and she should be unable to 

gather spirit energy… so how could she have the ability to kill the rock monster? 

How could she be fine? 

This was impossible. Absolutely impossible. 

Du Yuxuan and Old Man Yin Feng were very close to each other. She questioned him on the spot, “Didn’t 

you say that the poison can make people’s spirit energy dissipate and they can’t gather spirit energy? 

Why is the outcome like this?” 

Old Man Yin Feng questioned Du Yuxuan instead, “Are you sure you successfully poisoned her?” 

If she had successfully poisoned her, Xue Fanxin would definitely not be able to kill the rock monster. 



There was only one possibility for this to happen, and that was that Du Yuxuan had not succeeded in 

poisoning her. 

Du Yuxuan was displeased that Old Man Yin Feng had pushed the blame onto her and she retorted. “I 

did everything you said and nothing unexpected happened. It was clearly your poison that was 

ineffective, but you’re blaming me? How ridiculous!” 

“You…” Old Man Yin Feng really wanted to slap Du Yuxuan a few times and scold her. However, the 

surrounding people seemed to have noticed their argument. Many people had already looked over, so 

he could only shut up for the time being. 

He would deal with this brat later. 

Chapter 710 Fighting Seriously 

The people on the edge of the sand pit were shocked when they saw Xue Fanxin kill the rock monster 

with their own eyes. At this moment, they no longer wanted to see Xue Fanxin die tragically, but they 

wanted to know how she had killed the rock monster. 

A little girl who was only fifteen or sixteen years old and who only had a Spirit Master cultivation level, 

could actually kill a rock monster that even they could not kill… If they had not seen this with their own 

eyes, they would not have believed it. 

This wife of the Master of the Nine Cloud Palace was not simple. 

The Palace Master of the Nine Cloud Palace was already unfathomable. Now that an unfathomable wife 

of the Palace Master had come, if these two people joined forces, no one would dare to provoke the 

Nine Cloud Palace. 

Xue Fanxin did not have the mood to think about these messy things. She placed all her energy into 

fighting and fought seriously. 

After the first rock monster was killed, in less than three seconds, other rock monsters appeared, and it 

was three at once. 

Seeing the three rock monsters appear at the same time, Old Man Yin Feng was a little excited. He kept 

praying that Xue Fanxin would be killed by these three rock monsters. 

If one rock monster could not kill this brat, those three could, right? 

Du Yuxuan had the same thought. She hoped that Xue Fanxin would die soon. 

However, things never went as they wished. The outcome was still so unexpected. 

The three rock monsters appeared at the same time. Xue Fanxin was not nervous at all and was very 

calm. She ran towards the nearest rock monster and kept dodging the red light beams that were shot 

out. Then, she jumped up and used the time rule to make the three rock monsters stop moving. 

With her current ability, she could at most stop time for a little more than ten seconds. 

In a little more than ten seconds, she had no way of killing all three rock monsters. She could only barely 

kill one and a half. 



In other words, when she finished killing one rock monster, she would have to kill the other. But before 

she could finish killing, the time law would have already disappeared, but if this happened the rock 

monster would not be dead. At that time, she would be in danger. 

After weighing the pros and cons, Xue Fanxin decided to kill only one rock monster first. 

Because it was only killing one, Xue Fanxin quickly completed the mission. Then, she removed the power 

of the time law and did not waste her energy on maintaining the time stop. 

One of the three rock monsters had been killed, leaving only two. When the time law disappeared, they 

started to attack. The red light on their foreheads kept shooting randomly, and their fists and feet 

attacked randomly. Although they could not know Xue Fanxin’s exact location, they still knew the 

general location. 

Xue Fanxin immediately dodged after killing a rock monster. Then, she used the time rule again and 

jumped onto the shoulder of a rock monster. She cut open its head and took out the stone crystal. 

As for the last rock monster, she used the same method to kill it. 

From the beginning of the battle to now, only dozens of seconds had passed, but she felt that a long 

time had passed; it was as if a century had passed. 

Although she had only fought for dozens of seconds, using the time law consumed a lot of energy. At 

this moment, more than half of her strength had already been consumed. If nothing unexpected 

happened next, she should be able to kill two more rock monsters. 

Seeing Xue Fanxin cut off the heads of the three rock monsters with just a few slashes, the people 

standing at the edge were completely stunned. They stopped thinking and all of them looked at the little 

woman fighting in front of them with wide eyes, feeling that she was simply a freak. 

Even a Saint Realm expert could not deal with three rock monsters, but a little girl who was only in the 

Spirit Master Realm had completely won. 

Was this real? 

Or were they dreaming? 

 


